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FREESTANDING TENNIS POSTS, SINGLES AND DOUBLES



PARTS LIST

Bottom bar A x2 Bottom bar B x2 Bottom bar C x1

Internal connector x4 Post base x2 Winder post x1 Anchor post x1

Post support strut x4 Straight bracket x8 Winder x1 D ring x1

Low profile castor x3 M4x15 round head bolt x12 M4 washer x12

M8x100 bolt x20 M8x90 bolt x8 M8 washer x56M8 nut x28

1.

Lacing bar x2

35450

39273 39274 39275

39276 39272 39271 39270

39278 39277 39279

39281 39280 39282 39283

39256 39262 38082 38094



HANDY EXTRAS

Wrench Ratchet with sockets Rubber mallet

IMPORTANT INFORMATION.
1. Please read through the instructions thoroughly before assembling.

2. Installation, movement and use of the free standing tennis posts should be carried

    out under the supervision of a competent person using due diligence and risk assessment.

3. Take extreme care when installing, moving and lifting any components.

4. Check all parts are present with no defects prior to assembly.

5. Safety/Warning stickers on the free standing tennis posts must be visible at all times.

6. Never Swing, Climb or Ride on the free standing tennis posts.

7. We recommend lubricating/greasing the appropriate components

    (winders, Nuts and bolts) to prolong lifespan of the freestanding tennis posts 

8. Regularly inspect and maintain the equipment to ensure it is safe to use, 

     working correctly and to increase lifespan.

2.

9. DO NOT over tension the net, this may result in damaged to the posts

ADD-ONS

Weight x4
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STEP 1. Assemble posts

Locate Winder post (39271) over the upright locator on the base, 

ensuring the lacing bar lugs are facing inwards,

Lay out the 2 bases (39272)

Locate anchor post (39270) over the upright locator on the other base,

ensuring the lacing bar lugs are facing inwards.

See Fig.1

39272

39271

39270

Fig.1

3.

Secure post to base using M8x90 bolts (39262) and

M8 nuts (38082), ensuring M8 (38094) washers are used in between 

See Fig.1a

Fig.1a

39262

38094
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4.

STEP 2. Assemble bottom bars

Lay out 1x bottom bar B (39274). 

Locate castor (39280) over pre drilled holes in the bottom of the bar and secure in place

with M4x15 bolt (39282) ensuring M4 lock washer (39283) is used.

Repeat this on the next Bottom bar B and on bottom bar C (39275).

See Fig.2 and Fig.2a

Fig.2

39274

39280

Once the castors are fitted attach D-ring (39279) to the top of bottom bar C (39275)

using M4x15 bolt (39282) and M4 lock washer (39283).

See Fig.2a

39275

39280

39282

39283

39275

39279

39282

39283

Fig.2a

Fig.2a

Fit winder (35450) to winder post using brass screws. 

See Fig.1b

Fig.1b



5.

STEP 3. Connect bottom bars.

Lay out the bottom bars end to end with bars A on the out side then bars B and bar C in the middle.  

Place the Internal connectors (39276) in between each bar.

Bar A

Bar B

Bar C

Bar A

Bar B

See fig.3

Fig.3

Secure in place with straight bracket (39277) and M8x100 bolts (39256), 

M8 washers (38094) and M8 Nut (38082). See Fig.3a and Fig.3b 

Slide bottom bars over internal connector aligning pre-drilled holes 

Fig.3a

Fig.3b

39276

39256

38094

38082

38094

Repeat The above steps to complete the bottom bar.

See Fig.3c

Fig.3c



6.

STEP 4. Connect bottom bar to base and post.

Slide a post into 1 end of the bottom bar ensuring the pre-drilled holes are aligned.

secure in place using M8x90 bolt (39262) M8 washer and M8 nut. 

See Fig.4 and Fig.4a

Fig.4

Fig.4a

Repeat for the other end

39262

Once the posts are connected fit the post support brackets (39278) using M8x100 bolts (39256),

M8 washers and M8 nuts.

See fig.4b.

Fig.4b

39278



To reconfigure the posts for singles tennis remove D-ring (39279) From bottom bar C

then remove bottom bar C and 1 internal connector.

Rejoin the bottom bar as shown in STEP 3 and refit the D-ring over the join in the centre. 

See Fig.5, Fig.5a and Fig.5b. 

Bar B

Bar B

Bar C

D-ring

Fig.5 

Bar B

Bar B

D-ring

Internal connector

 Fig.5a 

 Fig.5b 

7.



8.

To move the posts flip out the castor wheels from the base

move to required position and flip the wheels back in to play.

We advise 2 people to do this.

See Fig.6 and Fig.6a

Fig.6

Fig.6a

Weights.

If you have purchased weights for the free standing tennis posts slide them into each base.

See below.
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